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Abstract— In this paper, the overmodulation region voltagegain characteristics and waveform quality of carrier-based
pulsewidth-modulated (PWM) methods are investigated.
Through detailed analytical study, voltage-gain characteristics
are extracted independent of carrier frequency. The influence
of blanking time and minimum pulsewidth (MPW) control
on the inverter gain characteristics are studied and shown
to be significant. A comparative evaluation of the modulator
characteristics reveals the advantageous high-modulationrange characteristics of discontinuous PWM methods and,
in particular, the superior overmodulation performance of a
discontinuous PWM method. The modulation methods under
consideration are tested on a PWM voltage-source inverter (VSI)fed induction motor drive in the laboratory, and the theoretical
results are verified by experiments. Also, a gain linearization
technique is presented and experimentally verified. The results
of this study are useful in design, performance prediction, and
development of high-performance overmodulation strategies
for PWM-VSI drives.
Index Terms— Current harmonics, inverter, overmodulation,
voltage gain.

I. INTRODUCTION

P

ULSEWIDTH-modulated (PWM) voltage-source inverters (VSI’s) are widely utilized in ac motor drive applications and at a smaller quantity in controlled rectifier
ac power conversion devices.
applications as a means of dc
Many PWM-VSI drives employ carrier-based PWM methods
due to their fixed switching frequency, low ripple current, and
well-defined harmonic spectrum characteristics. Utilizing the
conventional VSI structure shown in Fig. 1, which has eight
discrete voltage-output states, carrier-based PWM methods
program a “per carrier cycle average output voltage” equal
to the reference voltage. Employing the triangle-intersection
technique [1] or direct digital pulse programming technique
[2], carrier-based PWM methods provide a linear relationship
between the reference and output voltages within a limited
range.
The linear voltage range of a PWM-VSI drive is mainly
determined by the modulator characteristics. Inverter blanking
time and minimum-pulsewidth constraints can further reduce
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the range of linearity by a considerable amount. As a result,
the voltage linearity of a drive, for example, in the sinusoidal
PWM (SPWM) case, can be lost at as low a value as 70%
of the six-step voltage. Fig. 2 illustrates the typical linear and
nonlinear range modulation waveforms of the SPWM method
and switching device gate logic signals. The portion of the
modulation wave having a larger magnitude than the triangular
wave peak value remains unmodulated, and the gate signals
remain on or off for a full carrier cycle leading to a nonlinear
reference output-voltage relationship.
Operating in the nonlinear modulation range, or in more
common terms, the overmodulation range is problematic:
1) large amounts of subcarrier frequency harmonic currents
are generated; 2) the fundamental component voltage gain
significantly decreases; and 3) the switching device gate pulses
-controlled PWM-VSI
are abruptly dropped. In constant
induction motor drives, operation in this range results in
poor performance, and frequent overcurrent fault conditions
occur. In current-controlled drives, in addition to the inherent modulator subcarrier frequency harmonic-distortiondependent waveform degradation, current-regulator-dependent
performance reduction results. The current regulators are heavily burdened by the feedback current subcarrier frequency
harmonics and regulator saturation and oscillatory operations
result in additional performance degradation. On the other
hand, full inverter voltage utilization is important from cost
and power density improvement perspectives. Also, a drive
with high-performance overmodulation range operating capability is less sensitive to inverter dc-bus voltage sag, which
often occurs in diode-rectifier front-end-type drives due to acline voltage sag or fault conditions, hence, increased drive
reliability. Recently, overmodulation issues have attracted the
attention of many researchers, and overmodulation strategies
for the two popular methods—SPWM [3], [4] and space-vector
PWM (SVPWM) [5], [6]—have been developed. However,
the overmodulation characteristics of many other carrier-based
PWM methods have not been explored, nor has a comparative
study been reported.
This study investigates the overmodulation range voltagegain characteristics and waveform quality of several popular carrier-based PWM methods employing the triangleintersection technique. The detailed comparative study reveals
the advantageous attributes of a discontinuous modulation
wave PWM method, and a simple gain linearization technique
provides modulator linearity until the six-step mode. The
theoretical results are verified by laboratory experiments.
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Fig. 1. Main power converter structure of the widely utilized diode-rectifier front-end-type PWM-VSI drive.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. SPWM modulation waveforms and switching device gate logic
signals. (a) Linear modulation range. (b) Overmodulation range.

II. REVIEW OF CARRIER-BASED PWM METHODS
There are two widely utilized carrier-based PWM implementation techniques: the direct digital gate pulse programming technique and the triangle-intersection technique. In the
and
direct method, the gate signal on-state times
are calculated from the space-vector voltage equation and
directly programmed. The space-vector PWM methods, which
vary depending on the partitioning of two inverter zero states,
generally employ the direct method [2], [7].
In the triangle-intersection technique [1], three reference
and
are compared with triangular
modulation waves
carrier waves to generate the switch gate signals. In isolated
neutral-type loads, the freedom to add a zero-sequence signal
to the modulation waves leads to a large variety of modulation
waves, hence modulation methods [8], [9]. As shown in Fig. 3,
in the zero-sequence signal injection method, the reference
and
are utilized to compute a
modulation waves
to the original reference
zero-sequence signal . Adding
and
signals, the modified reference signals
are obtained, and comparing these signals with the carrier

wave yields the gate signals. In addition to SPWM [1],
several high-performance zero-sequence signal injection methods such as the third-harmonic injection PWM (THIPWM)
[10], Depenbrock’s discontinuous PWM (DPWM1) method
[11], [12], and the zero-sequence signal injection method
equivalent of the conventional SVPWM method [13], [14]
also employ the triangle-intersection technique. The triangleintersection technique has been traditionally implemented by
analog hardware. Recently, various microprocessors ( P) and
digital signal processor (DSP) chips with built-in fully digital
triangle-intersection-based PWM capability have been developed and found a wide range of applications in fully digital
PWM-VSI drives. In this study, triangle-intersection-based
techniques will be considered. Although the overmodulation
switching patterns of the direct digital implemented PWM
methods may be quite similar to triangle-intersection implementations of PWM methods, the overmodulation strategies
of the direct digital method [5], [6] are quite different and
more complex.
With simplicity and the degree of improvement over the
existing methods as the main criteria, of the many methods developed, only a small number of modulation methods
have gained wide acceptance [9]. Due to its simplicity, the
SPWM method has found a wide range of applications.
The conventional SVPWM, its triangle-intersection implementation, and THIPWM methods are preferred in highperformance drives due to the wider linear range and reduced carrier frequency harmonic distortion characteristics
they provide compared to the SPWM method. Two modulators
with discontinuous modulation waves, classified as discontinuous PWM (DPWM), Depenbrock’s DPWM1 [11], and
Ogasawara’s DPWM2 [7] methods, have gained recognition
due to their low harmonic distortion at high-voltage utilization and the controllability of the switching losses [8]. The
first implementation of DPWM2 employed the direct digital
implementation technique, while the triangle-intersection implementation and therefore the modulation wave appeared in
the following years [15]. Fig. 4 shows the modulation waves
of the discussed modulators at 72% of the six-step voltage.
In the figure, unity triangular carrier wave gain is assumed,
. Therefore,
and the modulation signals are normalized to
saturation limits correspond to 1. The overmodulation voltage-gain characteristics of these modulators will be
investigated in detail in this paper.
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Fig. 3. Triangle-intersection technique-based generalized zero-sequence injection PWM diagram.

M

Fig. 4. Modulation waveforms of the popular PWM methods (

i

= 0:72).

The voltage linearity, harmonic distortion, and overmodulation range performance characteristics of a modulator are
mainly dependent on the voltage-utilization level, i.e., modulation index. At this stage, a modulation index definition
, the ratio of
is required. For a given dc-bus voltage
the fundamental component magnitude of the line to neutral
to the fundamental component
inverter output voltage
is termed the
magnitude of the six-step mode voltage
[9]
modulation index
(1)
Using this definition, full voltage utilization (six-step operating
. Normalizing the triangular wave
mode) occurs at
, it follows that SPWM’s
peak-to-peak signal magnitude to
, a modulation
linear modulation range ends at
. The voltage linearity
index of
of a modulator can be significantly increased by injecting a
zero-sequence signal. The theoretical limit of SVPWM can be
easily calculated by evaluating the modulation signal at the 60
point, where the zero-sequence signal becomes zero and this

calculation yields
. The theoretical linearity limit of all the discussed zero-sequence injection
PWM methods is equal to this inverter theoretical limit.
Within the lower portion of the linear modulation range,
SPWM, SVPWM, and THIPWM demonstrate better performance characteristics than the two discontinuous PWM
methods, while in the high-modulation region, the opposite
is true [8]. In addition, with the discontinuous PWM methods,
the modulator characteristics have significant influence on the
inverter switching losses: under the same inverter average
switching frequency criteria, DPWM1 has reduced losses for
unity power factor loads [15], and DPWM2 has reduced losses
for 30 lagging loads [7], [15] compared to SPWM and
SVPWM. Therefore, the linear modulation range performance
of a PWM-VSI drive can be enhanced by selecting SPWM,
THIPWM, or SVPWM in the low-modulation range, and
DPWM1 or DPWM2 in the high-linear-modulation range.
However, at this point it is not clear which modulator has
better performance in the overmodulation range. Also, the
influence of inverter nonidealities such as blanking time and
minimum pulsewidth (MPW) control on the linearity limit
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of a modulator is not quantified. From the perspective of
optimizing the overall performance, the overmodulation range
performance characteristics of these modulation methods must
be evaluated. This paper is dedicated to a detailed study of the
overmodulation region.
III. OVERMODULATION RANGE
VOLTAGE-GAIN CHARACTERISTICS
In the triangle-intersection technique, when the modulation
wave magnitude becomes larger than the peak of the triangular
wave, switching during that carrier cycle ceases and the
corresponding switch remains locked to the inverter pole
within the carrier cycle. In the beginning of the overmodulation
region, depending on the modulator type, one or two of the
three modulation waves are simultaneously saturated. As the
modulation index increases, the saturated segments of each
modulation wave and the number of simultaneously saturated
phases increase according to the waveform characteristic of
each modulator until the six-step mode is reached.
When saturation occurs, the reference per carrier cycle
average voltage cannot be matched by the inverter, and a
voltage-gain reduction results. This nonlinear voltage-gain
relation can be analytically modeled by Fourier analysis of
the saturated modulation wave independently of the carrier
frequency. The voltage gain calculated with this method is
highly accurate. Detailed computer simulations indicated for
, the relative gain error is less than 0.5% and the error
significantly decreases with increasing . Since the widely
utilized PWM-VSI drives employing insulated gate bipolar
values, the
transistor (IGBT) devices typically have high
model successfully represents most inverter drives. Utilizing
the modulation index definition, general formulas can be
derived independent of the inverter voltage. Except for the
SPWM method, the voltage-gain formulas of the carrier-based
PWM methods have not been reported, nor has a detailed gain
characteristic study been conducted [4], [16]. In the following,
the gain formulas of the discussed modulators are derived, and
a comparative evaluation follows.
The fundamental component voltage gain of a modulator is
the ratio of the output-voltage fundamental component peak
to the reference modulation wave fundamental
value
. Utilizing the modulation index and
component peak value
reference modulation index definitions, it can also be expressed
in terms of the modulation indexes as
(2)
The gain formulas developed below have the following applications:
1) fundamental component VSI overmodulation modeling;
2) linearizing the inverter gain block in the controller;
3) they provide simple tools for gain analysis and comparisons of modulators.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. SVPWM triangle-intersection method modulation waveforms in the
overmodulation region. (a) Region I. (b) Region II.

analysis, and the result can be expressed in terms of the
modulation index relations in the following [4], [16]:

(3)
Since the output-voltage fundamental component is different
from the reference voltage, the output modulation index
has a different value from the reference modulation index
. Utilizing the definition of (2), the fundamental component voltage relation can be expressed by the following gain
function:
(4)
B. Space-Vector PWM
Generating the modulation wave of conventional SVPWM
method is quite simple. Of the three sinusoidal modulation
waves, the one with the smallest magnitude is multiplied by
a coefficient of to generate the zero-sequence signal [14].
Adding this signal to all the reference waves results in a modulation wave which is very similar to THIPWM modulation
wave. The overmodulation range characteristics of the triangleintersection implementation of the SVPWM, therefore, can
be closed-form modeled in the same manner as SPWM. As
illustrated in Fig. 5, the overmodulation region consists of
two subregions. Region I has two intersections between the
saturation line and the modulation waveform per quarter wave
while Region II has only one intersection. Employing Fourier
analysis, the fundamental component modulation index and
voltage-gain relations of overmodulation Region I are found
as follows:

(5)

A. Sinusoidal PWM
The fundamental component of the saturated sinusoidal
modulation wave can be calculated by employing Fourier

(6)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. THIPWM waveforms in the overmodulation region. (a) Region I.
(b) Region II.
Fig. 7. DPWM1 method overmodulation waveforms.

Region II begins at
,
and the modulation index and gain relations in this region are
calculated as follows:
(7)
(8)
C. Third-Harmonic Injection PWM
The zero-sequence signal of THIPWM can be algebraically
[10]. The overmodulation
defined as
voltage-gain relations of this method are quite similar to the
SVPWM methods.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), in Region I, the modulator waveform intersects with the saturation line twice per quarterfundamental cycle. The intersection angles are calculated from
the following transcendental equation:
(9)
The above equation can be easily solved by iterative methods. Utilizing the intersection angle values, the reference
output-voltage relationship can be computed by the following
formula established by the Fourier analysis of the modulation
wave:

packages. Once the modulation index values are calculated,
the gain can be easily computed from (2).
The third-harmonic injection PWM method with a slightly
better linear modulation region waveform quality than the
[17]) loses linearity
above method (
, and its overmodulation gain
at
characteristic can be evaluated following the same algebraic
steps described in this section. The gain characteristic of
this modulator is very similar to the conventional THIPWM
method, and further details can be found in [18].
D. Depenbrock’s Discontinuous PWM Method (DPWM1)
In this fairly old method [11], [12], the zero-sequence signal
generation steps are simple. Of the three reference sinusoidal
modulation waves, the one with the largest magnitude determines the zero sequence. The difference between the dc-bus
rail with the same polarity as this modulation wave and
the modulation wave is equal to the zero-sequence signal.
is the signal with the largest magnitude. Then,
Assume that
. Adding such a zero sequence to
the reference signals, discontinuous modulation waves with
two 60 saturated segments result. As shown in Fig. 7, once
in the overmodulation range, the saturated segments increase
beyond the 60 value of the linear modulation range, and the
modulation wave is upward shifted by an amount dependent on
the modulation index value. Fourier analysis of the saturated
wave yields the following:

(10)
The above formula is valid until the reference modulation
and then Region II begins
index value of
while in Region II, only one intersection point exists and
can be calculated from (9). Finally, the modulation index can
be calculated from the Fourier analysis derived formula as
follows:

(11)
Although the above formulas are dependent on the intersection angles and difficult to completely write in full closed form,
they can be easily evaluated by simple numerical software

(12)

(13)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. DPWM2 method overmodulation waveforms. (a) Region I. (b) Region II.

E. Ogasawara’s Discontinuous PWM Method (DPWM2)
In this method, the zero-sequence signal is generated in a
manner similar to DPWM1. The three reference sinusoidal
modulation waves are phase shifted by 30 (lagging), then the
signal with the maximum magnitude defines the inverter leg to
be unmodulated. The zero-sequence signal is the difference between the original modulation wave defined by the maximum
magnitude test and the saturation line with the same polarity
as this modulation wave. The resulting modulation wave is not
quarter-wave symmetric, hence, the overmodulation voltagegain equations are complex compared to the previous cases.
As shown in Fig. 8, the overmodulation region is divided
into two subregions. In the first subregion, as shown in
Fig. 8(a), the modulation wave has four saturated segments per
fundamental cycle. Employing Fourier analysis and utilizing
and , the voltage relations
the intermediate variables
in the first region can be calculated from the following:
(14)

Fig. 9. The overmodulation region voltage-gain characteristics of the popular
modulators.

(15)

Once the above coefficients are known, the reference outputvoltage relations can be calculated from (17) and the voltage
gain can be calculated in both subregions from the definition
of (2).

(16)
(17)
. Shown in
The second subregion begins at
Fig. 8(b), the modulation wave heavily saturates, and on
each side two saturated segments merge, leading to only two
saturated segments per cycle. Introducing the variable , the
and
can be calculated as follows:
coefficients
(18)

(19)

(20)

IV. VOLTAGE-GAIN COMPARISONS
In this section, the voltage-gain characteristics of all the
discussed modulators are comparatively evaluated. The comparisons are provided in terms of the voltage gain
and modulation index
relations. Utilizing
the gain functions derived in the previous section, the gain
characteristics of the candidate modulators are calculated and
illustrated in Fig. 9. The improvement in the linearity range of
all the zero-sequence injection methods compared to SPWM is
obvious from the figure. More importantly, the graph reveals
the unusual gain characteristic of Depenbrock’s DPWM1
method: the gain of this modulator drops at a significantly
smaller rate than all the other modulators, and the minimum
value, which occurs at the six-step operating point, is
. All the other modulators have a rapid drop in gain,
and eventually the gain becomes practically zero at the sixstep operating point. The similarity of their gain characteristics
with respect to each other is also obvious from the figure.
Shown in Fig. 10 and illustrated in terms of the modulation indexes, the input–output-voltage relations provide more
specific information. Except for DPWM1, all the modulators
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require large reference signals in order to penetrate the overmodulation region. In particular, DPWM1 requires a reference
, while the
signal with a magnitude of
other modulators require signals with very large magnitudes
. This result is extremely important from
an implementation perspective: the smaller the gain range,
the better the accuracy of the modulation signal and the
smaller word length requirement of a signal processor (or
the signal range in an analog implementation). Therefore,
DPWM1 utilizes the signal range of a processor with high
resolution and abrupt pulse dropping, and the consequent
overcurrent fault condition is avoided.
The unusual gain characteristic of DPWM1 is not difficult
to explain. In the overmodulation range, the zero-sequence
signal of this modulator is effectively a square-wave function
with an increasing magnitude as the six-step operating point is
approached. Therefore, in this method, the modulation wave
is vertically and horizontally forced to approach the six-step
mode, while the other zero-sequence injection methods force
the modulation wave to expand mainly horizontally until the
six-step mode is generated. This characteristic of DPWM1 can
be clearly observed in Fig. 11, where DPWM1 and SVPWM
modulation waveforms are compared for a set of reference
modulation index values. It is apparent that as the reference
modulation index increases, the SVPWM modulation wave
saturates heavily, while the DPWM1 modulation wave easily
approaches the square wave.
V. INFLUENCE OF BLANKING TIME AND
MINIMUM PULSEWIDTH ON MODULATOR GAIN
Inverter blanking time is the time interval that both switches
of an inverter leg are open following a change in the gate
logic reference signal value. It is provided for protection
against the dc-bus short circuit. As shown in Fig. 12(b), the
blanking time circuit delays the reference gate signals by the
and results in loss of gate signal symmetry
blanking time
(increases the uncharacteristic harmonics) and also a reduction
in the output-voltage value. Typically, a gate-pulse-correction
(compensation) algorithm is employed in order to restore
the symmetry and volt-second balance [19]. As shown in
Fig. 12(c), in the exact compensation method, if the polarity of
the phase current of the corresponding inverter leg is positive
(negative), the reference gate signal on the triangle side with
negative (positive) slope is advanced (delayed) by the blanking
time, leading to the correct output-voltage pulse.
When a modulator operates near its theoretical linearity limits, as shown in Fig. 12(a), narrow gate pulses are generated.
, the
When the width of such pulses becomes smaller than
compensation algorithm fails to correct the pulses properly. In
and correct
Fig. 12(c), this condition corresponds to
compensation requires interference with the modulation signal
in the previous half-carrier cycle. Since in the conventional
digital PWM methods the reference modulation signal is
generated only at the positive and/or negative peak points
of the triangular carrier wave (regular sampling), correct
compensation of such a narrow pulse is not possible. Hence,
voltage-gain reduction occurs before the theoretical linearity

Fig. 10. Overmodulation region

M = f (M 3) characteristics.
i

i

limit. The lowest modulation level at which this problem
occurs can be easily calculated. When the modulation signal
is positive, the narrow pulse occurs when the upper inverter leg
switch is the off state with a duration calculated as follows:
(21)
Substituting the modulation wave peak value of the modulator under investigation in the above formula and selecting
, the practical maximum
the minimum pulse width equal to
can be found as follows:
linear modulation index
(22)
is the theoretical linearity limit
In the above formula,
of the modulator. The coefficient distinguishes the discontinuous PWM methods from the continuous-wave modulation
for the DPWM methods and
methods. Its value is
for the modulators with continuous modulation wave.
The small coefficient of the DPWM methods indicates that
DPWM methods have a wider voltage linearity range than
SPWM, SVPWM, and other continuous-wave PWM methods.
This result is a consequence of the different distribution of the
inverter zero states in the two different modulation groups.
The discontinuous PWM methods generate only one inverter
zero state per carrier cycle ( : all the lower inverter switches
are in the on state or : all the upper switches are in the
on-state), while the continuous PWM methods generate two
). Since the total zero
zero states (for SVPWM
state time is not a function of the zero-sequence signal,
but the line–line reference voltage, for the same line–line
output voltage and carrier frequency value, the gate pulses
of the DPWM methods are wider than the gate pulses of the
modulators with continuous modulation waves. Therefore, the
narrow pulse problem occurs at a higher modulation index
with DPWM methods than continuous PWM methods.
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Overmodulation region modulation wave profiles of SVPWM and DPWM1 for five different

Notice that in both continuous and discontinuous PWM
cases, the linearity boundaries depend on the ratio of the blanking time to the carrier cycle. Since the increasing carrier cycle
practically implies increasing inverter power and increasing
blanking time, the ratio is at least a few percent in most
PWM-VSI drives. As a result, in most applications the linearity
range of a modulator is reduced by a nonnegligible amount.
In either modulation method, once beyond the boundary of
linear modulation range, the output voltage is reduced by
an amount which depends on the overlap time “ ” shown
in Fig. 12(c). As a result, the gain begins to decrease at a
lower modulation index than the theoretical linearity limit and
decreases more rapidly than the theoretical gain characteristic.
Compared to the modulator theoretical gain reduction, the
gain reduction of the DPWM methods due to the blanking
time is fairly small and can be ignored for inverters with
a few kilohertz switching frequency and blanking time less
than a few microseconds [18]. In the gate-turn-off (GTO)
switching-device-based PWM-VSI applications, the effect is
more emphasized due to the long blanking time.
In certain applications, the narrow voltage pulses which
occur at high-modulation levels may damage the drive or load.
In such cases, the blanking time correction algorithm yields to
a MPW control algorithm. For example, the switching device
turn-on and/or turn-off speed capabilities of a GTO may not
be sufficient to generate such narrow pulses. In order to avoid
commutation failure of GTO-based drives, such narrow pulses
are either eliminated or fixed at an acceptable level. Narrow
voltage pulses can also cause overvoltage related motor insulation failure. State-of-the-art PWM-VSI drives utilize the
modern third-generation IGBT devices with very small turnon and turn-off times. Feeding motors with long cables from
such PWM-VSI drives, significant overvoltages are generated
across the motor terminals due to voltage reflection. As a
result, the motor terminals experience excessive overvoltages contributing to insulation failure. When such PWM-VSI
drives operate at high-modulation levels and narrow pulses
are generated, the voltage-reflection problem is exacerbated:
overvoltages in excess of twice the dc-bus value can appear
across the terminals of a motor connected to a drive through as
short a cable as 30 m [20]. Therefore, narrow voltage pulses
are problematic in many PWM-VSI drives. These problems
can be eliminated by either employing passive solutions such

M 3 values.
i

(b)
(a)

(c)

Fig. 12. Regular sampling PWM reference and gate signals. (a) The reference gate signal at high-modulation level. (b) No compensation results in
asymmetric gate signal (for as 0). (c) Signal after exact compensation.

i >

as inserting reactors between the drive and the motor, or
active solutions such as MPW control which only requires
modification to the PWM algorithm of a drive. The active
solution is more economic, compact, and maintenance free.
When employed, MPW control algorithms affect the modulator voltage gain and reduce the linear modulation range
noticeably. The pulse elimination method (PEM) omits pulses
narrower than a desirable limit and increases the modulator
gain. The pulse limiting method (PLM) limits the width of
the pulses to the minimum allowable pulse width limit and
reduces the gain. However, as the modulation index increases,
the modulator theoretical gain characteristics dominate, and
in both cases the gain decreases rapidly, therefore, the gain
curves follow the gain curves of Fig. 9 closely. In either
method, the linearity limit of a modulator becomes smaller
than the theoretical limits. In a proper design, the MPW pulses
, therefore, the blanking time controller
are wider than
has no influence on the modulator linearity in this case.
When MPW is applied, the practical voltage linearity limit
of an inverter can be found from (22) by substituting the
instead of
. Since in this
minimum pulse time
algorithm both sides of the triangle are affected while in
the blanking time compensation case only one side of the
triangle has incorrect gate signal, the effect of MPW control
has more influence on the gain characteristic of a PWMVSI. In particular, in GTO-based high-power PWM-VSI’s
which employ GTO’s with large MPW values (
s), MPW control starts at very low-modulation depths,
and the nonlinear gain characteristics dominate the drive
behavior at a low-modulation depth. Although less significant,
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the effect cannot be underemphasized in the modern IGBT
device-based PWM-VSI drives. In order to avoid the abovementioned overvoltage problem, MPW times as large as 8–16
s are required [20]. Since the carrier frequency is at least
a few kilohertz, the influence of MPW control on the gain
characteristics of such drives is significant.
The MPW-controlled modulator gain formulas can be
closed-form calculated by modifying the theoretical modulator
gain formulas [18]. For example, when employing PEM, the
modulation index relations of the DPWM1 method become
as follows [18]:

(23)
is the output-voltage modulation
In the above equation,
is the theoretical modulation index value withindex and
out MPW control which is given by (12). The intermediate
and
are calculated as follows:
variables
(24)
(25)
Fig. 13 shows the closed-form-calculated gain characteristics of PEM-controlled PWM-VSI for both SVPWM and
kHz and
DPWM1 [18]. Both modulators employ
s. As the figure illustrates, the influence of
the MPW algorithm has a nonnegligible effect on the voltage
gain of SVPWM. The nonlinearity is noticeably smaller in
the DPWM1 case. On the same figure, the blanking-timedependent gain characteristic of DPWM1 is shown for
s. Notice the blanking time has very little influence on
the linearity compared to MPW. The gain curves of the
PEM-controlled drive clearly indicate the linearity range of
DPWM methods is significantly wider than SVPWM, and in
the overmodulation region, DPWM1 is the only modulator
that maintains a high gain. Therefore, DPWM1 can be most
beneficial to high-power PWM-VSI drives and all the PWMratio while operating in the
VSI drives with large
high-modulation range.
VI. VOLTAGE-GAIN LINEARIZATION
As illustrated in Fig. 14(a) in block diagram form, in the
overmodulation region the VSI output voltage is different
from the reference voltage due to gain nonlinearity. PWM-VSI
drives which employ PLM and drives which do not employ
any MPW control algorithm always experience gain reduction,
while those employing PEM experience gain increase in the
entrance of the overmodulation region and gain reduction as
the overmodulation region is further penetrated. On the other
hand, it is important to program the reference fundamental
component voltage value correctly so that the drive performance does not degrade. For example, in ac motor drive
applications the stator flux value (or equivalently the value)
must be maintained at a proper level to obtain high efficiency.

(a)

(b)

M fM

Fig. 13. (a) SVPWM and DPWM1 theoretical i = ( i3 ) characteristics
and (b) the magnified view in the low end of the overmodulation region. 1:
SVPWM, 2: DPWM1, 3: SVPWM with MPW, and 4: DPWM1 with MPW.
The blanking-time-dependent nonlinearity of DPWM1 is shown with the “ ”
symbol.
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Therefore, fundamental component voltage linearity must be
retained in the overmodulation range also. Since the discussed
modulation methods have nonlinear gain characteristics, to
retain voltage linearity, a gain compensation technique must be
employed. Gain compensation techniques are based on either
adding extra signals such as square waves to the reference
modulation waves or by increasing or decreasing the fundamental component magnitude of the reference modulation
waves [3]. As shown in Fig. 14(b), in the latter approach
the reference modulation wave fundamental component signal
is premultiplied with the inverse gain function such that the
nonlinearity is canceled. The former approach may alter the
modulator harmonic characteristics while the latter does not.
In this work, the inverse gain method will be investigated.
In both gain linearization methods, calculating the gain
compensation function is very difficult. The difficulty of
describing the gain functions in closed-form equations has
been overcome in the early stages of this paper. However,
closed-form calculation of the inverse gain function is very
difficult. Furthermore, on-line computation of such complex
gain compensation signals with the state-of-the-art DSP or P
devices is prohibitive. Instead, the gain function and its inverse
can be numerically computed off line, and the data can be
utilized to approximate the gain compensation function by a
lookup table and/or a simple curve-fitting method.
Inverse gain compensation-based gain linearization of the
SPWM method which employs a table lookup approach was
previously reported, and the requirement for a large table size
and an efficient table search algorithm was indicated [3]. The
zero-sequence injection PWM methods which are discussed in
this paper have a smaller gain range than SPWM, therefore,
the memory requirements are less demanding. However, of
all the discussed methods, DPWM1 provides an exceptional
implementation advantage due to its significantly small gain
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(b)

Fig. 14. Overmodulation range voltage-gain block diagrams. (a) Modulator nonlinear gain characteristic. (b) The compensator cancels the nonlinearity
by inverse gain multiplication.

reduction. The gain compensation signal (inverse gain function
magnitude) of DPWM1 is less than two units while the other
modulators require large signals ranging from 5 to 20 units.
Therefore, when employing DPWM1 in a fixed-point digital
platform, the word length of the P or DSP can be more
efficiently utilized. The other methods require a significant
amount of data shifting to process the large inverse gain values
such that overflow does not occur, and this results in poor
modulation signal resolution and increased computation time.
The inverse gain function data of DPWM1 can be easily fit into
several first-order polynomials leading to a smaller memory
size requirement and improved accuracy. Near the six-step
, the gain inverse coefficients
operating point
increase due to the rapid gain reduction and the inverse gain
function can be better modeled by several data entries.
Employing the analytical gain function of DPWM1 and
accounting for PEM-based nonlinearity [18], the inverse gain
function data can be accurately and easily computed from (23).
Utilizing this data to obtain a simple hybrid model consisting of several piecewise first-order polynomial functions and
several data entries is a straightforward task.
Compared to the direct digital PWM implementation, the
triangle-intersection technique requires simpler overmodulation algorithms. In the direct digital method, the overmodulation condition is detected only after computing a zero-state
time length with negative sign. Therefore, a back step for
correcting the sign is inevitable, and additional algorithms
(often complex) must be employed to compensate for the
gain loss [6]. Therefore, the DPWM1 triangle-intersection
method requires the simplest overmodulation algorithm and
has superior performance when compared to all the other
PWM methods reported.
VII. WAVEFORM QUALITY AND SWITCHING LOSSES
The linear modulation range harmonics of carrier-based
PWM methods (characteristic harmonics) are concentrated at
the carrier frequency and its sidebands. In the overmodulation
region, as the unmodulated portions of the modulation waves
increase, the characteristic harmonics decrease. However, large
amounts of subcarrier frequency harmonics (5th, 7th, etc.)
are generated, and as the six-step mode is approached, these
harmonics become increasingly dominant in determining the
waveform quality. In this section, the linear modulation and
overmodulation region waveform quality factor of the discussed modulators is investigated.
In the high end of the linear modulation range, the waveform
quality of DPWM methods is superior to SVPWM and other
PWM methods with continuous modulation wave, and the
opposite is true in the low-modulation range [8]. Therefore,

a high-performance drive must select SVPWM in the lowmodulation region and make a transition to DPWM methods
beyond a certain modulation level. The proper transition
modulation index value can be found from the intersection
point of the modulation index versus waveform quality factor
curves of the selected methods. Defined in the following,
the inverter output line–line voltage weighted total harmonic
distortion (WTHD) factor is an appropriate measure in determining the modulator waveform quality both in the linear and
overmodulation range [18]

WTHD

(26)

In most ac motor drive and utility interface applications,
the WTHD function is more meaningful than the conventional
weight factor is
voltage THD definition in which the
absent in the formula because the WTHD function accounts
for the low-pass filter characteristic of the load inductance
automatically. Hence, a better measure for the current harmonic distortion. The WTHD function is carrier frequency
terms are typically calculated by
dependent, and the
evaluating the PWM-VSI line–line output-voltage data for
one fundamental cycle (obtained by simulation) through fast
Fourier transformation (FFT) analysis.
In this study, line–line voltage WTHD curves for SVPWM
and DPWM1 are calculated and compared. The inverter
line–line voltage data of a PWM-VSI drive which employs
the once per carrier regular sampling technique is generated
by means of computer simulations. The simulation assumes a
Hz. The carrier frequency
fundamental frequency of
is 5 kHz in the DPWM1 case and 3.33 kHz in the SVPWM
case. This implies equal inverter average switching frequency
in both methods. In order to illustrate the carrier frequency
dependency of the WTHD function, the SVPWM case is
evaluated for 5 kHz also. The harmonic voltages, accounting
), were calculated by
for all the dominant harmonics (up to
evaluating the 8192 data points by means of an FFT algorithm
of the MATLAB numerical software package.
The WTHD curves in Fig. 15(a) illustrate the advantageous
waveform characteristics of the DPWM1 method at high modulation including the overmodulation range. Under the equal
inverter average switching frequency criteria, the harmonic
distortion of DPWM1 is less than the SVPWM methods from
to
, where both curves merge. Under an
equal carrier frequency criteria, which implies a 50% increase
in the average switching frequency in the SVPWM case, the
waveform quality advantage of SVPWM over DPWM1 is lost
.
near
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. WTHD characteristics of SVPWM and DPWM1. (a) Ideal inverter model case. (b) Magnified view with MPW (—) and without MPW (- - -)
control algorithm.

The blanking time and MPW control-algorithm-dependent
inverter nonlinearities can cause significant harmonic distortion increase which is modulator dependent. Fig. 15(b)
illustrates the increase in the harmonic distortion when a 12s MPW control algorithm is employed in the above system.
Although the harmonic distortion increases in all the cases,
the relative increase in the DPWM1 case is significantly
smaller than the SVPWM’s. The data clearly indicates that
the harmonic distortion of the SVPWM method significantly
increases and the increase in the switching frequency worsens
the harmonic distortion. Therefore, accounting for the MPW
nonlinearity, the superiority of DPWM1 over SVPWM begins
at a significantly smaller modulation index value than the ideal
case. Fig. 15(b) clearly indicates that if the carrier frequency
is kept constant and the modulation method is switched from
, no degradation of
SVPWM to DPWM1 beyond
waveform quality will be obtained relative to the SVPWM
case. Furthermore, the switching losses are greatly reduced.
Fig. 15 also indicates the overmodulation region waveform
characteristics of DPWM1 are superior to SVPWM until the
point where the 5th, 7th, etc., subcarrier frequency harmonics
.
totally dominate and both WTHD curves merge
Although in the low end of the overmodulation range the
WTHD factor is strongly dependent on the carrier frequency,
inverter nonlinearities, and the modulation method, in the high
end it is dominated by the subcarrier frequency harmonics,
and it is weakly dependent on the carrier frequency and
the modulation method [18]. Since the subcarrier frequency
harmonics do not play an important role in determining
the modulator waveform quality, the performance evaluation
should mainly be based on the low-end overmodulation range
waveform quality, and clearly this argument favors DPWM1
due to its superior voltage-gain characteristics.

(a)

M

fM

(b)

Fig. 16. Experimental and theoretical
( i3 ) characteristics of
i =
SPWM and SVPWM. (a) Full modulation range. (b) Magnified view of the
nonlinear modulation region. 1: SPWM, 2: SVPWM, 3: SPWM with MPW,
and 4: SVPWM with MPW. The experimental data is shown with “ ” and “ ”
symbols, while the continuous curves correspond to the theoretical formulas.



2

In the high end of the linear modulation region, the waveform quality of DPWM2 is only slightly better than DPWM1,
therefore, the choice between the two modulators can be
based on the switching loss minimization criteria [8]. The
switching losses of the drive can be reduced by selecting
DPWM1 for near unity-power-factor loads and DPWM2 for
near 30 lagging loads because with this modulator choice the
unmodulated portions of each modulation wave coincide with
the largest current conducting intervals of the corresponding
drive phase. At the DPWM linear modulation limit, regardless
the load value, DPWM1 should be selected in order to obtain
high-voltage gain in the overmodulation region. Since the
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The experimental setup and the gain linearized DPWM1-based Vf -controlled motor drive block diagram.

overmodulation range waveform quality of all the DPWM
methods is practically the same, DPWM1 is invariably the
optimal overmodulation modulator [18]. Generating all the discussed modulation waves in fully digital triangle-intersection
implementation-based digital platforms is an easy task. Programming several modulators by employing the low-cost
high-performance state-of-the-art DSP’s or P’s and on-line
selecting a modulation method depending on the modulation
index is a feasible approach.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the experimental voltage-gain characteristics
of SPWM, SVPWM, and DPWM1 are extracted, and their
waveform characteristics are illustrated. For this purpose, an
experimental system which consists of a PWM-VSI drive and
a 10-HP induction machine has been utilized. The inverter
drive employs triangle-intersection technique-based PWM, and
the carrier frequency is 5 kHz. The blanking time of the
inverter is 4 s. The controller is fully digital, and it employs
a 24-b fixed-point DSP (Motorola 56 005) with 40-MHz clock
frequency.
For the purpose of voltage-gain measurement, operating the
mode is adequate, and the motor can
drive in the constant
algorithm and the modulation
be operated at no load. The
waves are generated by the DSP. In particular, generation
of all the discussed modulation waves, exact blanking time
compensation, and required MPW control are all simple tasks
requiring only a few lines of software code when employing a
DSP. The digitally implemented triangular comparison hardware (PWM block) is also inside the DSP chip providing a
compact integrated solution.
First, the SPWM and SVPWM method voltage-gain characteristics were extracted by measuring the reference and
output line–line voltages from zero voltage until the sixstep mode is reached. The inverter output-voltage fundamental
component value was measured by a dynamic signal analyzer
(HP35670A). The inverter dc-bus voltage was also measured
in order to account for the utility line and load-dependent
dc-bus voltage variations. The test was conducted with and
without PEM-based MPW control algorithm. When employed,

PEM eliminates (drops) the pulses which are narrower than 12
s. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 16 along with the
analytical results. As the figure clearly indicates, the theoretical
and experimental results match with good accuracy. The
SVPWM method has wider linearity range than the SPWM
method, and both methods require very large reference signals
in order to reach the six-step mode. As the experimental data
indicates, PEM narrows the linearity range of both modulators
quite significantly.
In the second stage, the gain characteristics of DPWM1
were measured—first without PEM control and second with
12- s PEM control. In the following, an inverse gain algorithm
was implemented for the PEM-controlled case and gain data
extracted. Selecting the MPW length as 12 s, the inverse
gain function data was computed from (23), and this data was
utilized to extract the following numerical approximation for
the inverse gain compensated modulation index function:

(27)
The above numerical representation provides a straightforward and highly accurate approximation with little computation and memory requirements, suitable for the P or
DSP implementations. In the gain-linearized case, a dc-bus
voltage-disturbance decoupling algorithm which scales the
was also implemented in
reference modulation index by
order to account for the dc-bus voltage variations. The
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Fig. 20. Experimental DPWM1 modulation wave, its fundamental component, and the motor current waveforms for Mi3 = 0:75 value. Scales: 2
ms/div, 2 A/div, and 5 V/div.

(a)

(b)

M

Fig. 18. (a) Experimental and theoretical i = f (Mi3 ) characteristics of
DPWM1 with and without linearization and (b) the magnified view of the
overmodulation region. 1: The theoretical Mi = f (Mi3 ) curve. 2: The
theoretical Mi = f (Mi3 ) curve with MPW. 3: Ideal linear modulator line.
The experimental results are shown with “ ,” “ ,” and “ ” symbols.

 2

3

Fig. 21. Experimental SVPWM modulation wave, modulation signal previous to MPW block, its fundamental component, and the motor current
waveforms for Mi3 = 0:82. Note the low-frequency current harmonic
distortion. Scales: 2 ms/div, 2 A/div, and 5 V/div.

Fig. 19. Experimental SVPWM modulation wave, its fundamental component, and the motor current waveforms for Mi3 = 0:75. Scales: 2 ms/div, 2
A/div, and 5 V/div.

value was computed by a simple Taylor series approximation
instead of straightforward division which
consumes a significant amount of computations. The complete
block diagram of the system for this case is shown in Fig. 17.
Fig. 18 shows the theoretical and experimental gain characteristics of the DPWM1 method. The linearity range of
the DPWM1 method as the data indicates is wider than the
SVPWM case, and the influence of the MPW algorithm is
significantly smaller. The gain compensator, as shown in the
figure extends the modulator linearity until near the six-step
operating mode with high accuracy.
For the purpose of comparing the waveform quality of
DPWM1 and SVPWM, the motor currents for several modulation index values are demonstrated along with the modulation
waveforms. The modulation signals were output from the DSP
through a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter and the triangular
( 10 V represent the positive/negative dc
wave gain is
rail clamp conditions). Figs. 19 and 20 illustrate the motor

current and modulation waveforms of SVPWM and DPWM1
. As the figures indicate, both modulators have
for
good waveform quality within the linear modulation range,
and the ripple of SVPWM is slightly less. However, as the
modulation index is increased and MPW control is applied, the
SVPWM performance degrades significantly. Fig. 21 shows
when a 12- s PEM is employed, the SVPWM method perfor, a value significantly smaller
mance degrades at
than the theoretical linearity limit (0.907). The modulator
, and the current waveform
linearity is lost at
contains significant low-frequency harmonic distortion leading
to poor motor performance. As illustrated by the
operating point in Fig. 22, DPWM1 maintains linearity and
low harmonic distortion in a significantly wider modulation
operating
range. As illustrated in Fig. 23 by the
, modulator linearity is lost and the
point, beyond
waveform quality significantly degrades. A further increase in
the modulation index results in significant increase of the lowfrequency subcarrier harmonic content. Fig. 24 illustrates the
near six-step mode behavior of the inverter.
Notice in all the figures which belong to the highmodulation region that the PWM ripple current magnitude
appears to be practically the same. Since the carrier frequency
is fixed at 5 kHz for both SVPWM and DPWM1, the average
switching frequency of DPWM1 is 33% less than SVPWM.
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Fig. 22. Experimental DPWM1 modulation wave, its fundamental component, and the motor current waveforms for i3 = 0:855 value. Scales: 2
ms/div, 2 A/div, and 5 V/div.
Fig. 25. Terminal-voltage dc-bus voltage characteristics for V13m = 337 V.

Fig. 23. Experimental DPWM1 modulation wave, modulation signal previous to MPW block, its fundamental component, and the motor current
waveforms for Mi3 = 0:876. Scales: 2 ms/div, 2 A/div, and 5 V/div.

pling algorithms. The
-controlled induction machine was
operated at constant inverter output-voltage reference value
V (
at
V). Obtained
from a diode rectifier, the dc-bus voltage of the drive was
slowly varied by adjusting the ac-input voltage via an autotransformer, and the motor terminal voltage was measured.
Fig. 25 illustrates the experimental inverter output-voltage
dc-bus voltage characteristics with and without inverse gain
compensation and dc-bus voltage-disturbance decoupling. As
the figure indicates, the compensated case output voltage is
maintained at the commanded value until the dc-bus voltage is
significantly reduced, and the inverter operates in the six-step
mode. The uncompensated case output voltage significantly
changes with the dc-bus voltage variation. The motor speed
and torque deviate from the normal operating points, and poor
drive performance results. Therefore, the compensated drive
performance is insensitive to the dc-bus voltage variations
for a wide range of dc-bus voltage variations (utility-line
voltage sag or surge conditions), while the uncompensated
drive experiences disturbances.

IX. CURRENT-CONTROLLED DRIVES

Fig. 24. Experimental DPWM1 modulation wave, modulation signal previous to MPW block, and the motor current waveforms for Mi3 = 0:964. Note
near the six-step mode the low-frequency subcarrier harmonics are dominant.
Scales: 2 ms/div, 2 A/div, and 5 V/div.

Therefore, DPWM1 has significantly reduced switching losses
compared to SVPWM. Considering the reduction in the
switching losses and increase in the linear modulation range,
the DPWM1 method clearly becomes the choice for operating
in the high-modulation range.
-controlled drive to dcFinally, the sensitivity of the
bus voltage variations is illustrated with and without the
inverse gain compensation and dc-bus disturbance decou-

High-performance field-orientation-controlled (FOC) drives
and voltage-source converter (VSC) utility interface applications generally employ high-bandwidth current-control algorithms and in such applications dynamic performance requirements are demanding. Although the conventional highperformance current controllers and the PWM methods have
satisfactory linear modulation range performance, the overmodulation range performance is poor. Since in the overmodulation range the feedback currents contain considerable
amount of subcarrier frequency harmonics, in addition to the
inherent modulator/inverter subcarrier frequency harmonics,
feedback harmonic current-dependent harmonics are generated. Performance degradation is generally significant, and the
overmodulation operating region is often prohibited except for
dynamic conditions.
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Since the gain compensation technique provides “per fundamental cycle volt-second balance,” in this technique intentional
reference output-voltage errors are generated within welldefined intervals of the fundamental cycle. On the other
hand, to obtain high dynamic performance (to manipulate
the dynamic condition rapidly), the voltage error must be
minimized in every carrier cycle [21]. Therefore, the inverse
gain compensation technique does not guarantee high dynamic
performance, and high modulator gain does not guarantee
superior dynamic overmodulation performance. However, by
employing DPWM methods in the higher end of the linear
modulation region, the carrier-based current-controlled PWMVSI drives can benefit from the high-performance characteristics of DPWM methods, and the influence blanking time
and MPW control algorithm on voltage linearity range can be
significantly reduced. The dynamic overmodulation issues of
high-performance current controllers and PWM algorithms are
beyond the scope of this paper, and they are reported in [18].
X. CONCLUSION
Closed-form voltage-gain formulas of the conventional
carrier-based PWM methods, which are very useful tools
in the analysis and design of PWM-VSI drives have been
derived. High-modulation index operating range voltage-gain
characteristics of various conventional carrier-based PWM
methods have been analyzed and comparative results provided.
The study indicates the DPWM methods have wider linearity
range than the continuous PWM methods. The overmodulation
range performance characteristics of DPWM1 are shown
to be superior to the remainder of the known modulators.
The voltage gain of DPWM1 is exceptionally high, and the
harmonic distortion is low.
It is shown that the inverter blanking time and MPW
control-based nonlinearities can significantly influence voltage
gain and harmonic distortion characteristics of a modulator.
MPW control significantly reduces the linearity range and
increases the harmonic distortion. The effect is less significant in the discontinuous PWM methods compared to the
conventional SPWM and SVPWM methods.
The study indicates that for best overall performance, a
combination of two different modulators must be employed:
in the low-modulation index range SVPWM has lower harmonic distortion. In the high-modulation index range, DPWM
methods have wider linearity and less harmonic distortion. In
the overmodulation region, DPWM1 is the best solution.
Voltage-gain linearization is a simple task with DPWM1,
and a polynomial curve-fit-based inverse gain function in most
of the region and a small table entry near six step were found to
be adequate to provide good linearity in the overmodulation
range.
Experimental gain characteristics are in good agreement
with the theoretical predictions and illustrate the performance
superiority of DPWM1 over SVPWM in the high-modulation
and overmodulation ranges. The inverse gain compensation
and dc-bus disturbance decoupling algorithms linearize the
modulator with high accuracy and result in high-drive performance.
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